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for this, while you are in the edit window you can open up the sequence window in your storyboard by selecting view > show > storyboard or by
pressing f8. you can then add, move or delete any clips you like by clicking and dragging them onto the timeline. you can also use the other

buttons at the bottom of the screen to fit the clips to the scene perfectly, or to have them align in the centre of the frame. the timeline is clearly
laid out in individual parts, with the trim and edit buttons on the top of each part. this is a good way to judge how long each part is and to

determine what clip to add next, and the edit and trim buttons let you start editing and trimming as soon as you click them. the buttons are
instantly available, you don't have to click anywhere to see the options, and they still show up if you click and drag over the timeline. the fade

buttons lets you choose the length of time your audio clip will fade over another, and the fade start and fade end buttons let you add one or more
key frames, in which case the entire clip will be faded. the time line view lets you see what each clip is in its own section, so you can see all the

clips for each part in the timeline, and track the start and stop points so you can edit and trim the individual parts. wiwat kaewkamroep edited the
movie with k.s. phajanee. mark di stefano wrote the screenplay with albert berger and virginia thompson. the director of photography is

chatchawan boonpaitrung. the production designer is may kalotayrapakoon. the editor is sornngan shembun. to protect kotarasiri, who had to be
contacted under a pseudonym, and the rest of the gangster family, they were forced to post a bunch of cash at random, in exchange for

protection. the money was the proceeds of an arms smuggling operation.
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i think that it was the first time that i’d felt a sense of opportunity and freedom. it wasn’t like any other time before that. it was like i was speaking
an uncomfortable truth, which is really difficult to do. it was like they were downloading this video that was about sex and drugs and violence, but

they also started to see themselves in these characters that they weren’t given credit for and the sex and drugs and violence. there was a shift
and it brought us into a new era. i think the big thing that i was teaching was just the ability to push against the status quo. that’s the most

important thing. just to push against it. and to say, ‘you know what? i’m not gonna be a victim of this system anymore.’ i remember the
technology was there but nobody was doing it. it was a man’s world and i think there are a lot of women who might come across the same issue.

the level of shame that comes with being outspoken in anything is enormous. my way around it was that i just became louder and said more
things. it was that really the most liberating period for me because i was the only one pushing back. i remember walking home from work and i
would stop at a traffic light. i would look in the car and there were guys throwing money in the back seat. i would stop and talk to them. i would
ask them why they were throwing money in the back seat. people didn’t know what to do. they’d be laughing or yelling. i would say, ‘you know
what? you can only act and talk in this world. so it’s time to act and talk.’ i would say, ‘hey, listen, you’re being really shallow.’ they’d be like,

‘yeah, my wife said the same thing.’ 5ec8ef588b
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